Identity as a wife
Identity as an athlete
Others may see you through their own view of your identity.
Others may see you through their own view of your identity.
Personal Record!!!
It takes a community.
You don’t need to be tough to get through a tough situation.
You don’t need to be **tough** to get through a tough situation.
Respond to yourself with **curiosity**.
It’s useful to be a little pessimistic.
It’s useful to be a little pessimistic.
It’s useful to be a little pessimistic.
Component parts of the athlete identity.
Component parts of the athlete identity.
Danger in over-identifying with one identity.
Keavy McMinn is a GitHubber

June 18, 2012    nmrdocore    New Hires

Today is Keavy McMinn's first day as a GitHubber! Keavy will be joining the team as a Ruby Developer to help build all of the things. In her spare time Keavy trains and competes in Ironman Distance Triathlons. She's a pretty big deal and we couldn't be more excited to have her join the GitHub Family.
An “elastic” identity.
Bon courage!
Bon courage!
Thank you!